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Computing K2 of integral group rings is of interest both to K-theorists and to 
topologists studying pseudo-isotopies [7]. Such computations have been done only 
for groups of orders 2 and 3 [S]; partial computations in the form of lower bounds are 
also known for elementary abelian p-groups [3]. All these computations have been 
ad hoc in nature. 
I have hoped for some time that the technique of Mayer-Vietoris sequences used 
so effectively in computing KO and K1 of group rings (principally of cyclic groups) 
would prove adaptable to the calculation of their Kz’s. The recent algebraic 
description of relative Kz by Keune [lo] and Loday [12] has made such a program 
feasible, and the first fruits of this research are presented here. 
In the first section I describe the formalities of constructing Mayer-Vietoris 
sequences, given knowledge of relative K-groups, and I apply this to relative K2 as 
described by Keune and Loday. A felicitous bonus is the discovery that the failure of 
excision for K2 need not be an obstacle to Mayer-Vietoris computations, provided 
one has control over the excision kernel. Happily, such control has been provided by 
Keune (see Theorem 1.4), and his description of the excision kernel is crucial in the 
following sections. 
In Section 2 I apply these results to compute the K2 of group rings of groups of 
prime order or cyclic of orders 4 and 6 (in some cases modulo a conjecture 
concerning maps on the K3-level). 
Finally, in Section 3 I show how these methods can also be applied to the group 
rings of certain (non-abelian) metacyclic groups considered by Keating [8]. This 
leads to a complete determination of KZ(ZYJ (Y3, the symmetric group on 3 letters). 
The computations given here should be viewed as examples illustrating a general 
theory whose exact shape will depend on delicate questions concerning the cokernels 
of maps of K3’s. Some discussion of such questions may be found in [20]. 
* Much of this work was completed while the author was a Science Research Council Senior Visiting 
Fellow at King’s College (University of London). This research was also partially supported by ihe 
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1. Excision kernels and Mayer-Vietoris sequences. Excision for cyclic groups of 
prime order 
The Mayer-Vietoris sequence associated to a Cartesian square of rings has been a 
useful tool for computations in algebraic K-theory. In this section I will examine the 
construction of such sequences and prove their existence for a certain class of group 
rings. I will also show how, in many cases in which excision fails to hold, related exact 
sequences may still be obtained. 
Fix the following situation. Let R be a (not necessarily commutative) ring with 1 
and let u, b be (2-sided) ideals of R with an b = (0). Then the square of ring 
homomorphisms 
(1.1) 
is Cartesian (a pullback) with LY, & f, g all surjective. Associated to the horizontal 
arrows of (1.1) we have, for i 3 0, the long exact sequences of algebraic K-theory [lj] 
. . . -K,+,(R) & K,+,(R/o)--9,K,(R,o)~ K,(R)& Ki(R/G) + * . ’ 
. . . -. K,+,(R/b)- - Ki(R/a+b)-+ . . 
with a map between them induced by the vertical arrows of (1.1). The relative group 
Kj(R, u) (resp. K,(R/b, a+b/b)) is by definition sri(F), where F is the homotopy- 
theoretic fibre of the map 
BGL(R)‘-, BGL(R/a)’ (resp. BGL(R/h)‘+ BGL(R/a + 6)‘). 
These are highly inaccessible to computation. The induced homomorphism 
ei:Kj(R,~)+Kj(R/b,a+b/b) 
is called the ith excision homomorphism for the square (1.1); its kernel is called the 
ith excision kernel for (1.1). 
1.3. Proposition. (a) Suppose, in (1.2), that the excision map F, is an isomorphism. 
Then there is a homomorphism Si : K,,,(R/a+b)-*K,(R) making the sequence 
K,-,(R/b)~K,,1(R/o)~K,_,(R/*+b)~K,(R) 
AKi(R/b)@Ki(R/a)+K,(R/a+b) 
exact, where ~(x, y) =f*(x)-g*( y) and 111(z) = (/3*(z), LY:~(~)). 
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(b) If Fi is an isomorphism, and, in addition, E,_I is surjectioe, the sequence in (a) 
remains exact with Ki-l(R) + appended at the left. 
(c) Suppose instead that ei is rurjecrice, and let L = ker(Fi). If 
R+I(R) a K;_I(R/u) is onto (e.g. if R 2 R/a is a split surjection ), L is mapped 
injectiuely to K,R, and the sequence 
Ki+I(R/b)OK;+1(R/a)+Ki+-cl(Rl~+~)+K,(R)IL 
-KK,(R/a)OKi(R/b)--*Ki(R/a+6) 
is exact. 
Proof. Define Si =j~Yl a’. The proof is then an easy diagram chase. 
It is well-known that ~~ and P 1 are isomorphisms (for squares of type (1.1)) [ 1, VII, 
(6.1) and 14, Excision Lemma 6.31 regardless of the specific rings involved. 
Moreover Swan [22, Sectioh 63 has shown that F2 cannot, in general, be an 
isomorphism. The remainder of this section will be devoted to studying F2 and its 
kernel. 
Recall that when a and b are commuting elements of a ring R such that 
1 + ab E R”, there is an element 
(a, b)= x2,(-b/l +ab)xlz(a)xzl(b)x13(-a/l +ab)h12(1 +ab)-’ 
in Kt(R) [21, Section 11. These elements satisfy the relations [21, Section 1; 13, 
(1.2)1 
(Dlj (a, 6)(-b, -a> = 1, 
(D2) (a, b)(a, c) = (a, b + c + abc), 
(D3) (a, bc) = (ab, c>(ac, b). 
Using these elements, Keune [lo] was able to characterize the relative groups 
K*(R, a) algebraically and give generators for the excision kernel, ker(f2), for 
squares of type (1.1) as follows. 
Suppose I is a two-sided ideal in a ring S. Define S(I) by the Cartesian square 
Thus S(I) = {(sir SZ) E S x S/s1 ES? mod I}. Let Ki (S, I) = ker(p,* : K2(S(I)) -+ 
K2(S)). There is a natural map pz, : KS (S, I) -K,(S) induced by p- (projection on 
the second factor). Keune’s first result (also obtained simultaneously and indepen- 
dently by Loday [12]) is that 
Kz(S, I) = K; (S, I)/ V, 
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where V is generated by the elements 
((0, S2)r bl, 0)) = [x12(--SI, 01, x2,(0, s213, Sl, 52 c 1. 
From this Keune obtains the following theorem whose consequences we shall exploit 
below. 
1.4. Theorem [lo, Theorem 141. Let a, b be two-sided ideals in u ring R with 1 such 
that a n b = (0). Let R’ = R 0~ RoP. The sequence 
a/a2 OR< b/b2 2 K2(R, a) E2 - K2(RIb, a + b/b) -+ 1 
is exact, where $([a]@ [b]) = the image in K2(R, a) of [xlz(b, b), x21(0, a)]= 
((0, a), (4, -bN in KS (R, 4. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Keune’s theorem. 
1.5. Theorem. Let C, be a cyclic group of order n generated by cr. In (1.1) take 
R=ZC,,a=(~-l),I)=(l+~+..~+(+“-l ). Then anb=(O),a+b=(n,a-1)und 
~2 iS an isomorphism. 
Proof. The computation of a n b and a + 6 will be left to the reader. Since R * R/cl 
splits, we may apply Proposition 1.3(c) to reduce the proof to the assertion: 
p2,(G(a/a2 OR= b/b2)) = 1. As usual, let [ ] denote the class of an element of a or b 
modulo a2 or b* respectively. Then the R = R’-module a/a2 0 b/b2 is additively 
generated by the single element 
[(T-l]@[l+(T+‘. *+a”-‘]. 
Hence $(a/a2 0 b/b2) is generated by the image in K2(R, a) of 
((O,o._l),(_l_~-. . ._-a”-y-l-(+-. . ._g”_‘)), 
and p2,G(a/a2 0 b/b2) is generated by 
(~-l,-_(l+(T+‘.‘+(Tn-l)). 
But it follows from (D3) and (DZ) that 
l=(rr-l,1)“=(cr--l,l+a+*~*+~“-‘) 
=(u-l,-(1+(T+* * .+cF-y, 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
1.6. Corollary. For each prime p, there is an exact sequence 
K3Zk’pl9K3Z --, K3F, + K2ZCP ---, KzZ[&]OKzZ -1, 
rvhere 5, = ezwi” and C, is a cyclic group of order p. 
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2. Kr of cyclic group rings 
As before, let C, be a cyclic group of prime order p generated by (T. In order to use 
Corollary 1.6 to compute K2ZCp, we must inquire into the image of the map 
K3Z&J@ KJZ ---* K3F,. Now K3F, is cyclic of order p* - 1 [16, Theorem 81 and 
K3Z is cyclic of order 48 [ll]. Thus for p > 7, the map K3Z + K3F, cannot be 
surjective. Moreover, according to [17, Proposition, p. 1861, ker(K3Z + K3F,) 
always contains an element of order 2, and thus this map fails to be onto for p = 7 as 
well. 
The image of K3Z[&,] in K3F, is difficult to determine, but there is some evidence, 
due to Bloch (private communication), that this image has order ~24. 
Thus I conjecture that for p 2 7, K2ZC, can be described by the exact sequence 
1 + G + KzZC, + K2Z@K2Z[[,] -+ 1, 
where G is a cyclic group of order (p* - 1)/24 (note that 24 always divides p* - 1 for 
p # 2,3). In these cases, the conjecture suggests Wh2(C,) # 1 as well (see [7] for a 
discussion of the pseudo-isotopy group Whz). 
The only “easy” computations possible for K2ZC, are for the primes 2,3,5. In 
these cases the maps K3Z--,K3F, are onto ([20, Theorem 3.21; proofs may also be 
based on [2] and on [17, Proposition, p. 1861). Hence we conclude: 
K2ZC2 = K2ZOK2Z, generated by (-1, -1) and {v, -1); 
K2ZC3 = KZZ generated by (-1, -1) 
(since KzZ[l3] = 1 [23, pp. 429 and 4361); 
KzZC5 = K2Z0 KzZ[&]. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Little seems to be known about KzZ(Jj] beyond the fact that if it is generated by 
Steinberg symbols, it is trivial [18]. The computations (2.1) and (2.2) are new proofs 
of previous results of Dunwoody [5]. 
I now will discuss some applications of the results of Section 1 to group rings of 
other cyclic groups. 
Let us take n = 4 in Theorem 1.5 and apply the result to Theorem 1.3(a). We 
discover an exact sequence 
K3ZOK3T+K3Z/4+ K2ZC,-,KzZOKzT+K2Z/4, (2.4) 
where 
Since KzZ j KzZ/4 is an isomorphism [4, Remark 1, p. 2231 and K3Z -+ K3Z/4 is 
onto [20, Theorem 3.31, we deduce 
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Next, take R = T, a=(c+l), 6=(5*+1) in (1.1). We have u+6=(6+1,2)= 
(5-1,2),unb=(O),T/u= 2, T/6 = Z[i] (the Gaussian integers), and since T - T/u 
is a split surjection, we deduce from Proposition 1.3(c) the exact 
sequence 
&Z[i]OKsZ + KJF~ + KzT/L -+ KzZ[ilOKzZ + 1, 
where L is generated by pz,G(a/u2 0 6/6*). But uf c2 0 6/b* is additively generated 
by [c?+ l] 0 [5* + 11; thus L is generated by ((T + 1, -((T* + 1)) = (5 + 1, @*+ 1)-i. 
However, 
(~+l,(T2+1)=(~+1,~2)(~+l,1/1+~2+f?3) 
=(5+1,(?2)(e+l,-(T3) 
= (-5, LT2}{-*3, -G3} [13,2.8 and 2.91 
= (-6, --(?I’ = {-I?, -l}. 
Moreover (-5, -1) f 1, since it is mapped to the generator (-1, -1) of K2Z/4 under 
the homomorphism K2T ---, K2Z/4 induced by sending (T to 1. Since K3Z --, K3F2 is 
onto, and since K3Z[i] = 1[23, pp. 429 and 4361, we deduce from our exact sequence 
the result 
K2ZCd = K2T = Z/2 x Z/2, generated by 
{-1, -1) and {-o, -1). Thus Wh2(C4) = 1. (2.5) 
A second example of this type, leading to a less conclusive result, is that of a cyclic 
group of order 6. 
TakeG=(crj(r6= 1). Sending o3 to *l gives 2 maps ZG + ZC3. Each of these is a 
split surjection, and they give rise to the Cartesian square 
ZG-ZC, 
1 i 
ZC, -F2C3 
(2.6) 
which is obtained by tensoring the square for ZC2 with ZC3. Now (p(o) = (1,53) 
induces an isomorphism of F2C3 with F2 x Fq. In the following diagram, let ii be 
injection on the first factor, p2 be projection on the second factor, and X, Y be the 
cokernels of the maps proceeding them. 
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1 + K3Z - K3ZCj -X-l 
1+ K3Fz 7 K,F, x K,F, T K3F4 __, 1 
Since the rows are exact, cy is onto, and the diagram commutes, it follows that CL is 
onto if and only if /3 is onto if and only if p2(pt,b is onto. But pt(~t,b is induced by the 
usual map ZC3+F4 which is surjective [20, Theorem 3.11. 
Thus the difference map K3ZC30K3ZC3 -+ K3FzC3 is also surjective, and we 
deduce from Proposition 1.3(c) the exact sequence 
1 -+ Lo --, KzZG + KzZC30KzZC3 + 1, (2.7) 
where Lo, the excision kernel for (2.6), is generated by 
cy~=((7~-1,(T~+1)=(LT3-l, 1)2=1, 
cu,=(&3-1),cr3+1), 
(Y2 = (m2((T3 - l), (T* + 1) 
according to Theorem 1.4 (with u = (r3 - I), b = (a3 + 1)). Since c2 = (((r3 - 1)2) = 
2(g3 - l), it follows from Theorem 1.4 that LO has exponent 2. Combining (2.7) and 
(2.2), we see that K2ZG has exponent a power of 2. More precisely, (2.7) splits, so 
(2.5) implies 
KzZG = L,,OK2ZOKzZ, 
with generators {u, -1) = {g3, -l}, {-a, -1) = {-(TV, -l}, crl and (~2. Hence KzZG is 
an elementary abelian 2-group of rank ~4. 
We may also decompose ZG in a different way. Taking u = (c- l), b= 
(l+u+* - -+d in (l.l), it follows from Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 1.3(a) that 
KzZG = + KzZOKzR,, Rr=ZG/(l+cr+..-+g’). (2.8) 
Here I am using the fact that K3Z --, K3(Z/6) = K3F2 x K3F3, and thus the difference 
map K,Z@ K3Z + K3Z/6, is surjective, since the orders of K3F2 and K;F3 are 
relatively prime, and K3Z ---* K3F, is onto for p = 2,3. 
NowletusanalyzeR~inthesameway.Takeu=(~+1),b=(l+~2+~4)in(1.1). 
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Then u n b = (0), u +b = (3) and it follows from Proposition 1.3(c) that there is an 
exact sequence 
l~L3-*K2RI-*KZR20K2Z-,1, 
where Rz = ZG/(l +a2+a4) and the excision kernel LJ is generated (applying 
Theorem 1.4) by CY~ =(& + 1, 1 + e2 + c4>, which has exponent 3 since h2 = 3b (here 5 
is the class of u modulo (1 + u + * . - +c5)). But K2ZG was shown above to have 
exponent a power of 2; hence (2.8) implies a3 = 1 and thus 
Combining this with (2.8) we see that 
KzZG I;KzR2@K2ZOK2Z, (2.9) 
the isomorphism being induced by 
(T*((T =c/l+(T2+(T4, 1, -1). 
Finally let us analyze R2. Taking u = (c?~ + 5 + l), b = (5’ - * + 1) in (l.l), we have 
R/u = R/b = Z[c3], u + II = (2, S2 + 5 + 1). The resulting Cartesian square, 
R2-Z&1 
I I 
as31 - F2M = F4 
is obtained by tensoring the square for ZC2 with Z[lJ. Since K~(Z[C~]) = 1[23, pp. 
429 and 4361, it follows from the surjectivity of K3Z[CJ*K3F4 [20, Theorem 3.11 
and Proposition 1.3(c) that K2R2 is equal to the excision kernel for this square which 
is generated, according to Theorem 1.4, by the elements 
p,=(1+*++2, l-d+& 
/3~=(1+c7+~*,~(1-~+~*)). 
Since u2 = 2u, we have p: = pi = 1. 
Now in R2=ZG/(l+~2+~4), we have 1+c?+52=5-@4=+.(1-53), and 
1-5+52=-5-_4=-5(1+53).Hence 
p2 = (5( 1 - e3), -e2(1 + S3)> 
= (-E3(1 - a3), 1+ c3> 
=(1-e3, 1+e3)=1. 
Thus we have shown: 
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2.10. Proposition. Let G be a cyclic group of order 6 generated by u. KzZG is an 
elementary abelian 2-group of rank ~3 and is generated by {a; -l}, {-u, -1) and 
(c(1 -m3), a(1 +g3)>. 
I have been unable to determine whether (a(1 -g3), (+(l +a3)> is trivial or not. 
This element also generates WhZ(G), which is therefore of order S2. 
The examples in this section by no means exhaust the technique. However 
applications to other cyclic groups founder on two obstacles: lack of knowledge 
concerning KzZ[(] for various roots of unity 5, and of the cokernels of various maps 
on the K3-level arising in Mayer-Vietoris sequences. 
3. A non-commutative example 
The techniques of Section 1 may also be applied to certain metacyclic groups 
considered by Keating [8]. Since the results are usually inconclusive for the reasons 
discussed at the end of Section 2, I will describe only the example of Y3, where the 
calculations give a definitive result. These should be compared with the calculations 
resulting in Proposition 2.10. 
We will describe G = Y3 as follows: 
G=(h,flh3=1=f2,fhf-‘=h-‘>. 
In the notation of Keating [8, p. 901 we have G = G,, h = hl, p = 3, 4 = 2, cy = -1; 
Keating’s Go in this case is C,, the cyclic subgroup of order 2 generated by f. In (1.1) 
take u = (h - 1) and b = (1 + h + h’). Then ZYJu = ZCZ, ZsPJb = A (Keating’s A J, 
the twisted group ring Z[&, fl, where 6 is a primitive cube root of 1 and ftf-’ = 5-l. 
We have u+b = (h - 1, 3). Thus we have a Cartesian square (cf. [S, (l.l)]) 
m I I 77 
ZC, - F3Ct 
P 
in which (+ is a split surjection. Thus it follows from Proposition 1.3(c) that 
K3ZC2@ KSA = K3FSC2 + K2ZY3IL - KzZCzO KzA - KzF3C2 
is exact, where L is the excision kernel for (3.1). 
Now F3C2 = F3 x F3 by the Chinese Remainder Theorem; thus KlF3C2 = 1 and 
K3F3c2 - K3F3 x K3F3. We may argue as we did for KJ(ZC3) - KAFzC~) in 
Section 2,;sing the diagram 
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l-*K,Z --, KxZC2 -X-l 
to conclude K3ZC2 ---, K3F3Ct is onto, whence follows the surjectivity of p* - rr*. 
Now the ring A is a hereditary Z-order contained in the maximal order Ml(R), the 
2 x 2 matrices over the ring of integers R = Z[t + .$-‘I of the maximal real subfield of 
Q(5) [S, p. 911. Since hereditary rings are regular, KzA = GZA [15, Corollary 2 to 
Theorem 3, p. 1 lo], and it follows from [9, Theorem 21 that 
KzA = GzA = K&fz(R)) = K*(R) 
(the last isomorphism being the invariance of K-theory under Morita equivalence [6, 
Theorem 2.181). Since p = 3, R = Z[,$+,$-‘] = Z; hence we deduce the exact 
sequence 
1 --+ L --, KzZYs - KzZCzO KzZ - 0. 
Now let us investigate L using Keune’s theorem (Theorem 1.4). 
Let N= l+h +h*. Then JN=Nf, hN = N, and the ZY3&(ZP’$P-module 
a/u2 0 b/h2 is additively generated by 
s=(h--l]O[N]=f[h-l]O[N]f 
=[h-l]fOflN]=f[h-l]Of[N] 
= [h - llf 0 f[N] = [h - l]f 0 [Nlf 
and 
r=flh-l]@[N]=[h-l]@[N]f 
=[/I--l]Of[N]=[h-l]fO[N] 
where [ ] denotes residue class modulo squares. 
It follows from the representations given of t that 
O=flh-l]O[N]-[h-l]fO[N] 
=f[h-l]O[N]-flh-‘--l]O[N] 
=fih-h-‘]O[N]=fCh(l-h>]O[N] 
= -f[h - l]h 0 [N] = -f[h - l] 0 h[N] = -f[h - l] 0 [N-J. 
Thus I = 0 and L is generated by the image of s, (h - 1, h’+ h + l} = 1 (see the proof 
of Theorem 1.5). (A similar argument works for any odd prime p). 
3.1. Theorem. The group KzZ[9’3] is an elementary abelian 2-group of rank 3, 
isomorphic to K~Z@KzZ@K2(M2(2)) underthe map induced by h H 1, f )---, 1; h - 1, 
f--l; and 
Almost precisely the.same analysis allows us to compute Kz(ZDS) where Dj is the 
dihedral group of order 10 with presentation 
(h,f~h5=1=f2,fhf-1=h-1). 
As before, we find an exact sequence 
where A = ZDJ(1 + h2+ h2+h3+ h4) -Z[& f] (twisted group ring with 5 = e2ni’5). 
Again by [9, Theorem 21, K2A = K*(Z(g(l +&)]),and the latter group has Z/2 X 
Z/2 as quotient, since (-1, -1) and (-1, ;(1+\/5)} are independent non-trivial 
elements of order 2. This follows from a transfer argument [14, Theorem 14.11, since 
N&l + 6) = -1. Also, as for 93, the excision kernel L is trivial. Thus K2ZDs maps 
onto an elementary abelian 2-group of rank 4. More precisely, K2ZDs = KzZ@ 
KzZ 8 KzZ[$( 1 + &)I. 
Note added in proof 
R.C. Alperin has now proved that K2Z[!( 1 + &)I is isomorphic to Z/2 x Z/2 with 
-the generators given here. Thus K2ZD5 is an elementary abelian 2-group of rank 4. 
Alperin’s results appear in his preprint “SL2(Z[i(1 +JS)])” 
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